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Abstrat
A gauge eld link smearing method developed for alulations with
staggered fermions, namely the use of unitarized fat7 links, is applied to
mesoni and baryoni Wilson loop alulations. This method is found
to be very eetive for reduing statistial utuations for large Wilson
loops. Examination of hromo-eletri eld distributions shows that self-
interations of the stati soures are redued when unitarized fat7 smear-
ing is used but long-distane inter-quark eets are unhanged.
1 Introdution
Wilson loops are used in many appliations of lattie QCD, for example, in the
study of the stati quark potential, string breaking and the hromo-eletri and
hromo-magneti eld distributions. These alulations an be very hallenging
for Monte-Carlo simulations beause the Wilson loops derease exponentially
with the size of the loop (area law) and rapidly beome submerged in statistial
utuations. Usually some method that will enhane the signal and suppress the
noise has to be used. The multihit method[1, 2℄ for reduing the variane of the
signal and link smearing whih enhanes the ground state signal are well known.
As well there are speial tehniques like abelian projetion whih preserves the
essential long distane physis while removing extraneous random utuations
(see [3℄ for a reent appliation).
The above methods work beause they smooth out the gauge elds at dis-
tanes less than some physially relevant length sale. In other words, the eets
of hard gluons, gluons with momenta of the order of the ut-o, are suppressed
by some kind of smearing. There is another ontext in whih the suppression
of hard gluons is also very important. With staggered fermions on a lattie the
so-alled speies doubling ours. Multiple opies of staggered fermions (now
usually alled tastes) exist. During the past few years it has been understood
that taste symmetry breaking, whih is a nite lattie spaing artefat, is due
to hard gluon interations[4, 5℄. Improved staggered fermion ations utilizing
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fat gauge eld links have been developed and have been shown to greatly redue
taste-symmetry breaking[5, 6, 7℄.
It is natural to ask if the methods developed for staggered fermions are also
eetive in Wilson loop alulations. Indeed it has already been shown that
hyperubi bloking, whih is used in the so-alled HYP ation, an redue the
error in stati quark-antiquark potential alulations[7℄.
Reently, further improved staggered fermion ations have been developed[8℄.
These are based on the idea of unitarized fat7 smearing rst disussed by Lee[9℄.
In the most ommon smearing method, sometimes alled APE smearing[10℄,
one adds to the target link its three link staples with some oeient and then
projets this ombination of links bak to SU(3). This proess is repeated. The
relative weighting of the target link and staples and the number of smearing
steps are determined essentially by trial and error for dierent appliations.
In fat7 smearing one adds not just the 3-link staples but also 5-link and 7
link staples whih extend in mutually orthogonal diretions, orthogonal to the
diretion of the target link (see Ref. [5℄). The weighting of the staples is xed
by requirements of ation improvement. What has been realized reently is that
unitarization or projetion to SU(3) is very beneial for suppression of taste-
hanging interations. A nie feature of the unitarized fat7 (Ufat7) sheme is
that it is easy implement ompared to hyperubi bloking[7℄. It is shown here
that it is also very eetive for Wilson loop alulations.
The fat7 smearing operator involves many more terms than the ommonly
used APE smearing. For a single smearing of one link, fat7 takes about eight
times longer than APE smearing. In typial appliations of APE smearing many
tens of smearing steps are employed. However, as will be seen from our results,
only a few Ufat7 smearing steps are needed to ahieve a signiant redution
of statistial errors. Therefore, Ufat7 smearing an be used without adversely
impating the overall ost of the alulation.
In Set. 2 results for the stati quark-antiquark potential are presented.
Multiple levels of Ufat7 smearing are onsidered. It is found that the long-
distane linearly rising behavior of the potential is preserved by smearing but
the Coulomb-like part of the potential at short distanes is suppressed. The
main eet of smearing is to remove the onstant term in the potential. This
term is assoiated with the quark self-energy. A nie way to see how this is
being aeted by smearing is to look at the distribution of olor eld around
the stati soures. This an be done by alulating the Wilson loop - plaquette
orrelation[11℄. Results for hromo-eletri eld distributions are presented and
with Ufat7 smearing one an see the emergene of a ux tube onneting the
stati soures even for a fairly small spatial separation.
The baryoni Wilson loop is onsidered in Set. 3. This ase is muh nois-
ier than the mesoni loop. However, aggressive use of Ufat7 smearing is found
to redue statistial errors onsiderably for the potential at large quark sepa-
rations ompared to the multihit method that has been used before. As with
the quark-antiquark potential, the onstant term of the potential is essentially
removed after a few levels of smearing. Examination of the hromo-eletri eld
distribution shows that self-interation eets at the stati quark soures are
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highly suppressed by smearing and the inter-quark ux an be revealed.
2 Mesoni Wilson loop
The interation energy of a stati quark-antiquark pair an be determined by
taking the large time limit of a Wilson loop W (R, T ) of spatial extent R
V (R, T ) = − ln(W (R, T )/W (R, T − 1)), (1)
→ V
QQ
(R). (2)
Both on-axis and o -axis Wilson loops are onsidered and the stati potential
is alulated for 24 dierent quark-antiquark separations up to a maximum
separation of 9 lattie units. The numerial simulations were arried out in
quenhed approximation using the Wilson plaquette ation at β = 6.2 on a 244
lattie.
In order to redue the statistial error some noise redution tehnique is
ommonly used. The multihit method[1, 2℄ has been found to be very eetive
for stati potential alulations. Essentially one integrates out the gauge links
in the time diretion, replaing them by eetive links onstruted from the
staples attahed to the replaed temporal link. In addition, fuzzing or smearing
of the links in the spatial segments of the loop is also arried out. This improves
the overlap with the ground state and allows the use of (1) at moderate values
of T. For the spatial links in the loop, a standard way to do this smearing is to
make the replaement[10℄
Ui(x)→ V = Ui(x) + α
∑
j 6=i
Uj(x)Ui(x + ĵ)U
†
j (x+ î) (3)
with the sum on j denoting the sum of staples in spatial diretions orthogonal
to i. The ombination of links is then projeted bak to SU(3). In this paper
we use the projetion method in Ref. [12℄ whih iteratively nds the element
U ′ ∈ SU(3)whih maximizes ReTr(U ′V †).
In Fig. 1 the stati quark-antiquark potential is plotted for a alulation
using an ensemble of only eight gauge ongurations. The irles in Fig. 1 show
the potential (in lattie units) for a standard alulation with multihit and 30
steps for spatial link smearing (3) with α = 0.15. The potential obtained using
Eq. (1) at T = 8. The other data sets of Fig. 1 are alulations utilizing
one, two or three levels of Ufat7 smearing for all links. In addition to Ufat7
smearing, spatial links are smeared with 8 levels of (3) whih is suient to
get good ground state overlap. The derease of statistial errors ahieved with
Ufat7 smearing is evident.
To investigate how well the long distane physis is preserved by smearing a
high statistis alulation with 1500 gauge ongurations was arried out. The
potentials are shown in Fig. 2(a). The statistial errors are too small to be
plotted. In Fig. 2(b) the dierent data sets are plotted shifting the points so
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that the value at R = 9 is the same. The long distane behavior of the potential
is preserved remarkably well.
In order to understand what Ufat7 smearing is doing it is useful to look
at olor eld distributions. We alulate the orrelation funtion between the
Wilson loop W (R, T ) and the plaquette operator Pµν(x, t) given shematially
by
< WP >
< W >
− < P > . (4)
Choosing a temporal plaquette Pi0 yields the square of the hromo-eletri eld
in the i-th diretion. In the atual alulation the plaquette operator is sym-
metrized about its spatial base point, that is, the operator (Pi0 + P−i0)/2 is
used[11℄. The temporal position of plaquette is taken to be at the mid-point of
the Wilson loop, t = T/2. Using spatial plaquettes Pij hromo-magneti elds
an also be probed. This was done but the qualitative features are the same as
for hromo-eletri elds so no results for hromo-magneti elds are presented
here.
Results are presented for a planar 6× 6 Wilson loop. Although this is not a
very large loop it is large enough to illustrate the eet of Ufat7 smearing with
the advantage that the statistial errors for our high statistis run are small
enough to be omitted for the plots. Fig. 3 shows the square of the hromo-
eletri eld as a funtion of the longitudinal oordinate r||, the position in the
plane of the loop parallel to the spatial segments of the Wilson loop. The eld
omponents parallel and transverse to the longitudinal axis are plotted sepa-
rately. In the oordinate system that was used, the quark and antiquark soure
positions orrespond to r|| = 4 and r|| = 10. The irles show the results of a
standard alulation, multihit noise redution for temporal links and standard
APE-like smearing of spatial links. For the small loop used here, the ux on-
neting the quark and antiquark soures is ompletely submerged in the huge
ux that surrounds eah soure. However, suessive levels of Ufat7 remove
these short distane self-interation eets exposing the nasent ux tube be-
tween the soures. This is reenfored by examining the transverse proles of the
E2 distributions. These are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 for the parallel and trans-
verse eld omponents. The plane of the Wilson loop orresponds to r⊥ = 5.
After three levels of Ufat7 smearing, hromo-eletri ux outside the Wilson
loop is eetively removed and the transverse prole is essentially the same at
all longitudinal positions inside the loop. This is what is expeted for onned
ux that gives rise to a linearly rising potential.
3 Baryoni Wilson loop
The interations of three stati quarks an be obtained using a three-bladed
Wilson loop[3, 13, 14℄ depited in Fig. 6. The olor indies assoiated with the
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three loop segments S1, S2 and S3 are ontrated aording to
W3q =
1
3!
ǫabcǫa
′b′c′Saa
′
1
Sbb
′
2
Scc
′
3
. (5)
The quark soures are at r1, r2, r3 and the position of juntion point an hosen
arbitrarily, at least, in priniple. In pratise it may be diult to ahieve the
onditions where observables are independent of the shape of the operator used
to reate and annihilate the three-quark state[15℄.
To alulate the interation energy of the three-quark system we use a soure
and sink where eah of the quarks lie on a dierent spatial axis at a distane l
from the origin[13, 14℄. The juntion point of the links onneting the soures
is at the origin. The inter-quark separation is
√
2l and the sum of the distanes
from the quark soures to the so-alled Steiner point is
√
3l . The three-quark
potential is shown in Fig. 7(a) (irles) for a standard alulation using mul-
tihit variane redution and 40 steps of spatial link smearing. The potential is
alulated at T = 8 (see (1)) whih is suient to have a reasonable plateau.
Also shown are the potentials with dierent levels of Ufat7 smearing. The Ufat7
smeared alulations also inluded spatial link smearing using (3) for 20 steps
with α = 0.25. In Fig. 7(b) the results are plotted with a onstant shift so that
the potentials agree at l = 6.
The suppression of statistial utuations at large distane is very evident
with Ufat7 smearing. The linearly rising long distane behavior is maintained
just as in the mesoni ase and the main eet is the suppression of the onstant
potential. This is due to a redution of the short-distane self-interation eets
at the stati soures. Examination of the olor eld distribution onrms this
eet.
The alulation of the ux with a baryoni soure is quite hallenging so we
use a loop with only fairly small separations. The soure for this alulation is
planar with the shape of a ⊤. The length of the rossarm of the ⊤ is 10 lattie
units and the length of the base is 8. The time extent of the loop is 6 with
the plaquette probing the ux distribution at time 3. As an example of the
ux distribution Fig. 8 shows E2|| the square of the omponents of the hromo-
eletri eld in the plane of the baryoni soure for dierent smearings. The
sale in eah gure is dierent so that only a qualitative omparison is possible.
As Ufat7 smearing is inreased the peaks at the soures are suppressed and the
ux onneting the soures beomes visible. This is the same as what was seen
in the mesoni ase but it seems that more smearing is needed in the baryoni
ase to ahieve a similar level of soure suppression.
The behavior of the hromo-eletri eld is illustrated more quantitatively
in Fig. 9. The quantity E2|| (in lattie units) is plotted on a line along the base
of the baryoni operator. Reall that the operator has the shape of a ⊤. The
point r = 12 orresponds to the soure point at the bottom of the ⊤ and the
point r = 4 is the point where the base meets the rossarm. One sees not only
the suppression of the self-interation of the soure but also the very signiant
derease in the statistial errors ahieved through the use of Ufat7 smearing.
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The baryoni loop used in the ux distribution measurement is still too small
to laim an observation of baryoni ux tubes. However with a ombination of
inreased statistis, more aggressive Ufat7 smearing and some tuning of the
spatial smearing it may be possible to go to loops large enough to reveal some
interesting features of the olor-eld ux.
4 Summary
With staggered fermions on a lattie, hard gluons an lead to taste hanging
transitions. Reently a strategy using a unitarized fat7 smearing has been de-
veloped to redue these eets in hadrons simulated with staggered quarks. In
this work we investigate the use of unitarized fat7 smearing for mesoni and
baryoni Wilson loops.
It is found that unitarized fat7 smearing is very eetive in reduing statis-
tial errors in large Wilson loops. This omes about beause the smearing sup-
presses short distane utuations assoiated with self-interation of the stati
soures. An indiret manifestation of this suppression is the redution of the
onstant term in the potentials as more levels of Ufat7 smearing are applied.
The examination of hromo-eletri ux distributions shows that large peaks as-
soiated with the soures in standard alulations an be removed substantially
by using Ufat7 smeared links. The long distane part of potential and the ux
exhanged between soures do not seem to be disturbed by the smearing.
The fat that a method developed to suppress hard gluon interations of
staggered quarks also works well for Wilson loops enourages us to think that
relevant physial eets have been identied and ontrolled. It is hoped that
unitarized fat7 smearing will nd useful appliations where large Wilson loops
are alulated.
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1. The stati quark-antiquark potential (in lattie units) versus inter-
quark separation in a low-statistis run. A standard alulation using multihit
variane redution is shown by irles. Results for one, two and three levels of
Ufat7 smearing are represented by squares, triangles and diamonds respetively.
Fig. 2. The stati quark-antiquark potential (in lattie units) versus inter-
quark separation. A standard alulation using multihit variane redution is
shown by irles. Results for one, two and three levels of Ufat7 smearing are
represented by squares, triangles and diamonds respetively. In (b) a onstant
shift has been applied.
Fig. 3. The square of the hromo-eletri eld (in lattie units) (a) parallel
and (b) perpendiular to the spatial axis of the Wilson loop as a funtion of the
longitudinal oordinate r||. The soure positions are r|| = 4 and r|| = 10.
Fig. 4. The prole of the parallel hromo-eletri eld squared distribution (in
lattie units) as a funtion of position r⊥ transverse to the spatial axis of the
loop. The dierent panels are for dierent longitudinal positions r|| = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7. The soure is at r|| = 4, r⊥ = 5.
Fig. 5. The prole of the transverse hromo-eletri eld squared distribution
(in lattie units) as a funtion of position r⊥ transverse to the spatial axis of the
loop. The dierent panels are for dierent longitudinal positions r|| = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7. The soure is at r|| = 4, r⊥ = 5.
Fig. 6. Three bladed Wilson loop used for determining the three-quark poten-
tial.
Fig. 7. The stati three-quark potential (in lattie units) for a soure where
eah of the quarks lie at a distane l from the origin. A standard alulation
using multihit variane redution is shown by irles. Results for one, two
and three levels of Ufat7 smearing are represented by squares, triangles and
diamonds respetively. In (b) a onstant shift has been applied.
Fig. 8. Surfae plot showing the distribution of hromo-eletri eld squared
parallel to the plane of the three-quark soure for (a) standard alulation with
multihit, (b) one level of Ufat7 smearing, () two levels of Ufat7 smearing, (d)
three levels of Ufat7 smearing.
Fig. 9. The square of the hromo-eletri eld (in lattie units) in the plane
of the baryoni operator. The oordinate r is on a line along the base of the
operator with the soure at r = 12.
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